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Faculty Updates
Honoring the Life of Dr. Robert Leekley
Tyler Dedianous
The Illinois Wesleyan University community recently suffered the loss of Economics professor Dr.
ǡ ͳǡʹͲͳͻǤ  Ǧ
Ǥ   ϐ  ͶͷǡǦ
ǤǤ Ǥ     
doctorate level, he strived to improve the learning experience of students and helped shape the Economics
program at IWU to where it is today.

While at IWU, he developed an interest for the applied econometrics classes and felt that they could
Ǥ Ǧ͵Ͳϐ  ǡ 
  Ƭ
   ǤǤǯ     ǡǡ ǡ
statistics, he would teach most of the economics courses while at IWU, including ones in environmental ecoǦ
  ϐ ǡǦǤ
The students and faculty also agree that Dr. Leekley’s passion in teaching was clear. Ray Bolton ‘18,
  ǡ 
   ǡ ǡ
  
ǤǤǡǤǯ  ʹͻ
ǡ  Ǥ 
 ǣǲ   ǤȏǤǤǤȐ Ǧ
ǳǤ ǡǤ ǡϐ 
through his massive involvement with the Economics Department and the University.

ǡ ǯǡ 
ǤǤǮͻͶǡǤǯ  
  ǡ       ǡ       
time to students to ensure he could answer every single one of their questions. Paul Dolan ‘94, who is now a
Director at TargetǡǤǡ  ϐ 
always ended every session on a positive note, regardless of how challenging the material was. His commitǦ
ment to helping the students truly learn new knowledge and removing some of their stress and uncertainty
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Ǥ ǮͳͲǤ   ǡǤ 
that the understanding and patience he showed to her and her fellow classmates are what can really shape
ǯǤǲǡǤ  Ǧ
  Ǥ ϐǡ
 ǳǦ Ǥ
    ǡ Ǥ ǯ         
learning the applications of Economics. Dr. Todd Kumler ‘07, who is now a Senior Manager at Cornerstone
Research, agrees with the other alumni in saying that it was Dr. Leekley’s applied statistics and econometrics
ǢǤ ǡ Environmental Economics
Ǥ    
school over her initial interest in human capital accumulation.
Outside of the classroom, Dr. Leekley dedicated his time to his students’ academic research. He adǦ
vised around 30 Research Honors projects while at IWU. At times he would take on as many as four in a single
Ǥ ǡ  ǡ
 Ǥ   
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track of the students through the major/minor, recording every single course that every single student had
ǤǤ Ǥ ǡǦ
  
  Ǥ    
  Ǥ ǣ Ǥ
Ǥ ͶͶǡ
  Ǥ  Ǧ
leagues alike, and is forever in their thoughts as a person of patience and understanding with great perseverǦ
ance in doing what he loved. Many will carry on the legacy of his words, as those whose lives he touched has
  Ǥ
This edition of the Park Place Economist is dedicated to Dr. Leekley, and we would like to thank him
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